
~maticallyyou will let it all fly

Create sufficient torque with
your upper-body backswing

wind-up and you cannot
help but release it into a

powerful through-swing. As
your legs and hips win the
battle of the opposing for-

ces, and pull springily
towards the target, swing
your arms straight down

before your shoulders spin.
Never do anything that will

inhibit a free arm-swing.



SWEEP those arms down and through

The action of the arms is
the most neg lected area in
golf instruction. There have
been "hands" methods, and

"body" methods, but the fact
is that, whatever method he

hung his hat on, every good
golfer in history has swept

the c lub th roug h the ball fast
and freely with his arms.



oH, MY ACHING BACK!
CONTORTIONISTS ... SLIPPED DISCS. . AND 'JUST DANGLING'

THERE is a lot of strain in the golf game. The clubhead to overtake the hands. If the towing or
need for the highest degree of mental concen- tugging down from the top continued without

tration over an extended period of time 'kills off' some resistance somewhere, the clubhead would
the giants even more quickly than the physical never catch up with the hands and the body. It
strain of wielding a club at a great speed, with the would trail all the time.
body twisted because the right hand fits below the Now what sort of resistance can be found? I
left. have played with the maximum amount of hands

If the hands completely overlapped one over and arms in my swing all my life, limiting the body
the other, the game would be easier, because the action to the minimum so far as helping the club-
shoulders would then be level. But while this is head through is concerned. I have been content to
possible physically, from a point of applying let my arms take the body through.
maximum power and control it would be useless. I worked this out for myself in a way, because,

Just look at the photograph of Cary Middlecoff although slipped discs were not talked of in my
finishing his swing. Everything is twisted from the early days - possibly they were rarer, anyway - I
ankles to the neck, and it needs an extra strong, think golfers had a different angle on the swing
supple body to stand this strain, not only when and practised less and rode less in cars, and maybe
playing a round but also in the continual practis- they were tougher specimens, too!
ing. In an actual round a player of Middlecoff's Middlecoff has had back trouble for some time
power would play only very few full shots with now, and it is not surprising when one realises the
any chosen club, but it is the hours on the practice- twist he gives his body. Harry Weetman, one of the
tee which will take their toll unless contra- or game's really long hitters, possessing an exquisite
corrective exercises of some sort are done. touch around the greens, has had odd back pains.

The fact that Sam Snead's game is so smooth But I suspect these are more muscular than from
and yet so strong is due to his magnificent phy- spinal strain, because, as this photograph shows,
sique. He does regular exercises night and morn- he has a normal sort of position coming through
ing. The man from the mountains of Virginia has the ball. Photograph No. 3 shows him playing
long realised that physical fitness pays off. from 'open to shut'.

Just look at those arms! Slamming Sam has It can be claimed also that years ago, when I
'arms like legs' and two hundred exercises a day 'came in', players did not practise as they do now.
(with a spring-grip, with each arm) keep them like I often wonder how a glutton for practice like
this. Ben Hogan would have handled the hickory shaft

It is all very well to say 'sweep the ball away'. situation. He would never have hit as many balls,
But no golf ball was ever sent a long way without I feel, because the shafts, however good, would
some sort of resistance creeping into the swing - never have stood up to the 'bashing'. Even with
without hitting past the body and allowing the the power I had in my early days, when there were
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not enough hours of daylight in the day for me, I
found I had to have a practice set and a 'best' set
- a bit like the everyday suit and the Sunday suit.

This alone may have saved the backs of many
players, but I am now of the opinion that if contra-
exercises are done all along while practising-
stretching exercises particularly - the human body
is flexible enough to take the toughest punishment.

I have landed on daily stretching in the easy way,
by using a telescopic expanding gym. bar which I
fit in a door frame and take everywhere I go. After
any spell in a slumped-up position, such as happens
when reading, writing or golfing, just a few seconds
of hanging seem to get my muscles all rested and
relaxed again and strengthen my back.

After fifty years of age, it is not a question of
looking for much improvement in one's physical
condition. One is grateful if one can hold one's
own, as it were. Golf is a great game, an ideal
relaxation for all, but played incorrectly it can
become tiring and can at odd times put a big
strain on certain sectors of the body. The lower
part of the spine and the left elbow are the two
vulnerable points in the golfer, I have found from
my experience as player and teacher.

Teaching, as I do, that golf is a game of the
hands and arms where the club is swung and the
body is almost encouraged to follow, I feel that I
am guiding my pupils as far away as possible from
physical damage. But when the player wants to

hit full out, and so bring some resistance into the
shot, then trained muscles are needed, not only to
get good results, but to minimize the danger of
strains.

You see, it is as easy as this. If the hands are
under too much strain, the club just slips round in
the fingers. This happens, for example, when a ball
is hit outside the centre section of the club-face.
If there is too much strain coming on the ankles,
knees and spine, then the foot should slew round
and save the day. That is where the shorter shoe-
spikes have great value. I have used all lengths of
spike in my golf shoes from ordinary hobnails
to actual running spikes. But I am sure that long
spikes are dangerous for many elderly golfers,
for they are inclined to lock the feet in the turf.

If you are experiencing back trouble, I suggest
that you begin hanging daily, and then check on
your method and think of golf as a hand and arm
game - cut down the body work. It is safest to
consult your doctor, but orthopaedic surgeons and
professors of anatomy have all spoken to me of the
advantages of this regular stretching. We do not
stretch enough. Most animals set us an example on
how to keep fit by stretching. But few of us ever
stop to copy. I am sure that my own golf bas im-
proved lately as a result of my 'banging'. Do not
try to pull up if you are over forty; leave that to
youth. 'Just dangle to feel worth a million!'

Norman Drew, a promising North of Ireland professional, is here seen using the 'maximum shut-face
method'. This particular action originates in the grip (photograph 1). In photograph 2 his action is caught
by the camera at its 'shuttest'. In the third photograph he has manoeuvred his body well in advance of the
clubhead to make sure the face will be square at impact. In the last photograph is seen the exceptional
strain put on the spine. This is why I contend that this is only a young man's method.



It is all very well to say 'sweep the ball away'.
But no golf ball was ever sent a long way without
some sort of resistance creeping into the swing-
without hitting past the body and allowing the



clubhead to overtake the hands. If the towing or
tugging down from the top continued without
some resistance somewhere, the clubhead would
never catch up with the hands and the body. It
would trail all the time.

Now what sort of resistance can be found? I
have played with the maximum amount of hands
and arms in my swing all my life, limiting the body
action to the minimum so far as helping the club-
head through is concerned. I have been content to
let my arms take the body through.
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